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BURNAM BOILER BURSTS'
TAUNTS TV VIEWERS

Second Semester
Enrollment Rises

Sunday morningB in Burnam fg.
n Hill ■
—
«■■ «|
Hall are ordinarily lazy and quiet
Eastern's enrollment for the sec—some of the girls are of, church, ond semester rose like the high
some are still deep in sleep. But water last week and this, creatlast Sunday this idle haven was ing at almost 2800 with a trickle
thrown into chaotic confusion of flood-delayed students still com*
when a boiler in the basement ing in.
noisly burst its confines, knockThe enrollment period this time
ing out a partitioning wall and
began
weeks ago in a pecovering Burnam's Rec Room in riod ofthree
pre-registration, which
about an inch of water. Steam
vapor rolled up the stairs and brought onto class rolls more than
settled in puddles on the steps, 1400 students already on the cant*
and more plaster fell in the study pus. This figure rose to 1928 at
room at the other end of the base- the end of regular registration
last week. The number was inment.
But by lunch time everything creased 469 teachers in service
"was under control. The mainten- from surrounding towns and counance crew (manned with brooms ties who enrolled for Saturday "or
and mops) began to clean out the evening classes.
Two days ago the figure stood at
puddles and repair the faulty
24S3,
with the prospect of a final
pipes.
As the workers hammered and total somewhat larger than the
banged the girls closed windows high mark of last September, which
and doors to preserve precious was slightly above 2500.
heat. The men labored all day.
The girls had to forego their Sunday evening television programs
—r& drastic situation!
But all is peaceful once more
in Burnam. The radiators clang
Dr. Ernest E. Begley, Hazard,
and bang merrily on their heated- Kentucky, has been appointed by
ways. The puddles have evap- Governor Chandler to Eastern's
orated. The television set hums Board
of Regents for a term to
and buzzes nightly. And another
begins for Bur- expire March 81, 1960. He sue*
quiet weeken(j
ceeds H. D. Fitzpatrick, who died
nam Ha„
three weeks ago after a service
of more than 14 years a« a reOn Friday, February 15> Col- gent.
legiate Pentacle will sponsor a
The other members of the board
semi-formal dance in the lobby are Dr. Robert Martin, superinof Burnam Hall from 8 to 12 tendent of Public Instruction; Cecil
pan. Tickets for this vice-versa C. Sanders, Lancaster, Kentucky;
affair are • one dollar peroou- former Governor Flem D. Sampple and may be bought from eon,
Barbourville; and former GovCollegiate Pentacle members.
ernor
Keen Johnson, of Richmond.
The JTastete" will provide the
Dr. Martin is ex-officio chair*
music.
man.

Hazard Physician
Appointed Regent

Gangster Jack Rodgers gives Boxer Bill Farthing the word as Glen Fields, Peggy Hinkle, and Jim
Stanley look on, in rehearsal of LTC'c next play, "Golden Boy."
Proto.by LaFuse

LTC PICKS CAST FOR

Eas+ern One Of 20

1

'BOUT' WIThTGOLDEN BOY gfaSS5S?f'

Little Theater Club thespians have started working- on
Eastern has been selected as
Eastern's second major play of the year with Clifford Odet's one of 20 colleges in the united
"Golden Boy," scheduled for production Tuesday, March 5, states to receive schjoiasahip
in Brock Auditorium.
?%*«*
r*g^* ^l^JTZ
tion of
»" »*» cast,• is regarded
as one training
America
to inforward
the
t Chosen
Chosen in
in Irv-oute
try-oucs Thursdav
rnursaaj, den tne
s
of
teachers
mathematDest
January 41, Bill Farthing/heads the °*
Plays or "^ i»<*<-*» .
? mt4Mtm
east as^oe' BV^p^^violinist aeason. feater as a movie it,*Ur- *^ffi*gFfr,
RCA will
will' pro
provide one scholarturned fighter. Peggy Hinkle will red Barbara Stanwyk and the late
handle the part of Lorna Moon, John Garfieldship of $800 to be awarded to a
the ehady-lady heroine, and Glenn
it is the "Tags-to-rTches" etory &^^Jt??L!££^ J*t22.
P
Fields will depict Tom Meody, the of a boy who gives up dreams of of *a"Lfor J f ?
„?l
T
manager of, "The Cock-eyed Won- being a great musician in ex-■*»**■ The scholarship wdl be availIder" (alias Joe Bonaparte).
change for a boxhig career in his ume ror tne Iau semester.
Other roles are played by Doug personal fight against the poverSelection of the recipients of the
iSZ-*m a9 Joe'»'*sthefr- xMr*aret Vy of New York's .lower Eastside awards will he .made by^ the coianaer^e Aiuat;\ne siflter; jack «*> w ^J' pnywcar asngmatism. »«■* «™» *-»» M« uaaeu «- ..«-.».ark as Anna's husband Siggie; But in the exchange many .peo- dent a academic record, character
' j£££ "^"•^"*Js4*?ra''v-«-r«j?5iijf »*•••*4UVtar.«n?l affected and Joe fina^ae! need and desire to ent<w
characterT Eddie Fupeli; Phil ste# all »ut loses his taltn in Lthe 'de-^ a~ l^^^pfttesafc.^-V ty >¥*
Ivens as Joe's trainer, Tokio; Char- cency and importance of the il£
lies Lee Adams as Mr. Carp, a dividual.
family friend; Tedd Freeman as
On Friday, March * 8, the cast
Joe's . brother Frank; Jim. Stan- will journey to Berea and present, DiAnc P*.TTIP*
ley as the promoter, Roxy Gott- the play at "The Tab,". Berea Coliail» l ai nc» *
llebj and Jerry Boyd as fighter lege theater.
The Sophomore Class has big
Hepper White. Others in the cast
plans for entertaining its memare George Thomas, William Henbers during the new semester, acry Young, and Elhanon Collins, • •
cording to Ed Monheimer, presiProfessor Gerald Honaker of the
dent. The first function, a recepEnglish department will direct the
tion, that was originally scheduled
I play with Mary Bailey as his asThe Baptist Student Union will **J*&Ql¥*Z**.Jh£F*3~*
sistant, ifoh Walters will be stage
observe "Vocational Emphasis £&£*' JE?L-JS£ ThU
I manager.
Week" in. its devotion programs -basketball game that night. This
Committee chairmen are Janie and other meetings February 10- reception will probably take place
IPainter, sound; Delia Ann Warren, 17 Several exceptional person- later in February,
ceetumes; and Bonnie King, prop- alities ^u be#on campus for these
Two tentatively scheduled claes
jetties The make-up committee in- devotions#and in connection with functions are a tea dance for class,
I eludes Maxine Hackett, No*ma the programs. Anna Ley Ingram, members only and an after-game
IPBrke, Buth McCann, Bev Phil- physical education teacher at Bel- dance, for the entire school Plans
|lips, and Barbara Maupin.
mont College in Nashville, Ten- have also been made for a weiner
"Golden Boy," 'introduced, to nessee, will arrive on Saturday roast and a party for the memMISS-MARY FLOYB
JBYdadWay with theater notables Lu- and remain until Tuesday after- bers of class committees. Several
Ither Adler, Lee J. Cobb, 'Eha Ka- noon.
Morris Green, Lexington other parties may be fitted into
Even though Miss Mary Floyd is turning: the las* pagr«
Ban, Howard DaSilva" and Karl Mai- C.P.A. and Georgetown College the sophomores' schedules
in
the
book Of her many years of serviee as Eastern's head'
teacher, will bring the Monday
Any sophomore* interested in
librarian,
still she will remain a part of that institution. Not
evening devotions. John Claypool, work in on these plans should cononly
because
of..the hard work that she did there but now
who is teaching and workfng on tact PrisciUa Lohr or Ed Montis doctor's degree at the Leuos- heimer.
in an entirely different way. s
ville Baptist Theological Semi, W.One of Miss Floyd's "specific
' """^'"^11
•nary, will be on campus Tuesday
Procon+< Plans after retirement is to read ous changes during her work here
and Wednesday and will lead the
© I ICbCnTb and look into some of the many but the most outstanding one is
devotions of those days.
S^"*
i
books she has helped place on the the change in the students. She
, The busy Baptists' 65-member
eCOnQ UOnCerT
shelves of the library.
claims that young people today
choir, under the direction of Phil
She received her A.B.. at East- are much more capable and more
Landgrave, senior, will travel to
The Music department presented ern, M.A. at Columbia University, willing to accept responsibility
Winchester this week-end where the chamber Ensemble in its sec- B.S. at Columbia University than were former students. The
they will be dinner guests of the fmd concert of the season in the School of Library Service and did students who have worked for
Central Baptist Church and wiU fettle Theater, Monday, Feb. 4.
graduate study at the University her in the library are credited
be in charge of the everting Wor„,«, group includes the Ken- of .Chicago.
with giving her more faith and
ship service.
tucky String Quartet: Joseph
She has had teaching expert- confidence in young people.
Saturday, February 9, the social pirBtZi violin; Mariam Oppelt, vio- ence in all grades, high school.
It is for this reason that she
committee will sponsor a "Game la; james Shannon Jr., cello; and college and special extension will certainly miss most of *\he
Night" in the BSU office. The Robert Oppelt, viola; and assist- courses. * students and faculty with whom
student-body is invited.
Frances McPherson,
Miss Floyd has been librarian she has worked.
imJ artists
J.
~~:
'.
piano,; and Mary- Beth^Levfey, BO- here since 1938. She taught on
People are first in her list of.
__I?L »„_* - i^' i i?** j«t^I" pranc* '
me ^campus several years before "favorites", with reading and" f'in».
thusiast from age 16, is the first
Tii«r program inc2UucU SeSHat^ -becoming librarian. .
teresting places" next on the list,
girl to enroll in ROTC at Mon- ti's "Sonate A Quatro in D MlIn 1936 she was listed in "Who's (She claims she still has some
tana State College.
nor"; Mozart's "Quartet for ,Pi- Who in Kentucky," a biographical gypsy in her.)
ano, Violin, Viola and Cello," "Des reference work of Kentuckians
As we 'say good-by to Miss
Todes Tod, for soprano and string whose achievements have been Floyd, we listen for her parting
Quartet," by Hindemeth; and notable and who have a record of words of advice, "Join me in find"String Quartet No. L," by Shos- worthy service well done.
ing out more about what's inside
takovich.
Miss Floyd has noticed numer- the 100,000 books in the library."
New English Teacher

Sophomore Class

Busy Baptists
Study Vocations

■
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knpwn and liked, by the students.
One is Clarence, janitor of the
Student Union Building. He gets
to see and talk to many students
as he makes his rounds in this

AT HOME
LIFE OF EASTERN JANITORS
The break
between
semesters
was a time that all
AROUND
CAM! US
...
,.
i
r
'
T

had been anticipating. I he feeling-of a |Q0 wen aone
0ne of the most important groups of Eastern's mainand a realization that the time for a short rest had come tenance staff is the janitors. The word "janitor" comes
were sensations of joy to each of us.
from a Latin word meaning guardian. In many ways camI,us anitor
The eveninq of Monday. January 28, was a typical
J
s may be compared to guardians. They guard
«j. • *
-~k+ A «/*:«* £«„ mnA Ar\yr\lnrt rj.in w»r« the .cleanliness and beauty of the college. It is their job
m.dw.nter night. A moist fogi and dr.zzl.no raini were tQ ^
building8 stay beautiful and clean.
not unusual; even the claps of thunder and flashes of
liahtnina
to OM>
be Signs
sians or
of P
Particularly
un9
Ijgnrning did
Oia not
ROT seem
seem TO
™™*™* ■"
favorable weather. The continual ram On the root
brought sleep—a sleep which Only an evening of this
^
,
r
r
type can bring. We were happy. Our loved Ones were
about US in the homes we cherished SO much. After
ii
.1
x «x x
x
L
•
A - ..:..:U—
«JI—the Opportunity to return home IS not a priV.lege
•veryone possesses.

sometimes there are complaints
that the campus
not as clean time
gang" includes many subg be is When
ag B
jects. Home life, politics, money.
stints are partly to But the big topic is baseball. Since
true m*
blame for the messy condition the
janitors vary in their support
exists throueh failure to nut ot teams, great arguments are
^^^2^|SKcS*E brought about that sometimes
ers. Janitors work six to eight l«*t for days.
hours Q jtev rlpanintr un what in
Members of the "clean-up" force
Jours •^J-£« Z£*JZ •*> *«* in their personalities,
been thrown down in the first ideu^ dreaa, and acUviUes. Many

"iana ^wie Dtr- <*•»*• wa* P1^
M"*
Eastern.
One ot
of Beman'sjanitor
friends,
8 61
work8
a
g * '
t the Weaver
gSJ"^^*; i.l^^Pffi"
"unR this Hazel is a. woman because of his name. Hazel says ho
has tonwith his name He enjoys
nis
work because of his love far
«»«*■. He olayed football himsel1
"» nis young days.

Shock from the tragedy was understandable; however, an optimism which was strongly prevalent proved
more disastrous. People stood watching the water rise
toward their homes and still maintained the belief that
toward Tneir nomes ana STiii mainTa.nea me DeiieT THAT
the water would recede before reaching a height Which
^Ould render almost complete destruction. We moved
i~
,i
i
x
JJ
I
M
slowly; then, almost suddenly, an awareness of our con^rtion was born. Then we fought. Hours later the water

P**

' ^^
*** '^ork
m
janitors have their "breaks" too.
Almost any noon hour you can
&er comi
^m ttM
h&&r j
basement of the Administration
Building and Beckham Hall. Students who havee been around a
wnile know wh 0 ^ ^^^ the
merriment.

°6mT TT1 ,
of^teS ^l^dBSS
lives, have different opinions and
varying work. But their interest
at Eastern is serving the faculty
and students. They have served
well.

receded end exposed the dam.*, it hed creeted.

«jffS»2Lg JSZ. K ™° "ST BJSKVSK

OBe

S^ff *%&*& *$£££*"
Master, insket *Ler
-For example, James Black, jan"or of Keith Hall,, is a Baptist
minister and has a church south
of
Berea. He is one of the kindliest. most friendly workers on the
campus. He can always be recognized by his tumed-up cap. Many
time# his presence ia no* detected

Th

GROUCHES
By Groucho

Homes had been destroyed; lives had been lost, basement room of the Administra- hobby is making ^baskets. 'He
:-..«rJ.,.„-LU u.|„.L|a, LfcJ U««» *.t«„ L..4. ««w +U» tion Building for eating, talking, says that he is very happy in his

(A series of observations which,
when taken individually prove
very little but when taken COIIM-u^v^^e^th!±^TS^*^S^
lively
proVe that "The Progress"
,
"fcH„_ Attaatmt*A f„_ .X^v
»■«"«»«
««»i»"Me ior arnciea.*
Most people try to hide their
ujn0jrance, but apparently the Job
*»
'■» u
■*° wg for some of them. . . .
Well, after the Western game
a* least nobody can aoeuee Cornell
McBrayer of leaving In bis first
team after the game was won In
order to stack up an impressive
score. . . .
i wigh that the breweries would
start packaging their products la
paper cartons; those can make
awfuI tot
»"
°' nol»e rolling down
the
dorm steps. . . .
I wish they'd let us nang things
on the dorm walls; my Marilyn
Monroe calendar Is getting foot*
prints all over it. . . .
I wouldn't mind so much getting scalded with telephone calls
If the Grille juke box didn't taste

irreplaceable valuables had been taken, but now the and playin£ card8. -&«„, men work
with Eastern. He has one
f
J
real test must begin. Everyone has and will sacrifice,i. play
jobs .*~
on the
piay a
a game
game called
caiieu "hearts,"
nesru, in
in °
«~ the
-«• best
—-- janitorial
~"iT'1Vr* ^T,"
*""*
which money is sometimes used, campus, since Keith Hall is new
Assistance
from
citizens
of other areas
as well
as gov .. A
•
.i
L
i
i
i •
by-stander, in many instances, *^« moaern.

ernment
tnniiciii grants
yianij have
uaic
into
pffpct
into ettecr. Th*»
me timp
time
If comes the sorrow

been
are being
put
uccu promised
^iviniscu and
anu aic
ucmy pui
for
rphuilrlinn
h*«
mmt>
anrl
with
tor rebuilding nas come, and with.
Ot realizing that much has been

destroyed that can never be replaced.
The vast waters remain now only as a figment of
our recollection. Only the evidence of their reign is still
visible. Again the farms are dry, the mountain streams
move slowly, and the rvers roll listlessly on.
This is what happened AT HOME!

cannot see wnetner
whether ine
the caras
cards are
kings,
or what-have-you.
«queens,
^
sf. ^
g»*
he
ffrom
I i dizzy
rom player to player in
fashion, almost, as fast as the
talking, which 'never ceases.
BasebaU Leads
The conversation of the

noon-

^

AND ABROAD

(.The Hungarian fight for freedom got editorial as well as news side
■jm
attention in the college press the past few weeks. The Hungarians
Freahman says he's going to do
got praise, and college editors wondered if they and their fellow students
could, if called upon, be as_ brave. For example, from the COLLEGIO, better '"this semester. Already
Kansas State Teachers 'College, Pittsburg, Kansas, comes this knows where he can barrow a
editorial.)
«
book for the class he signed up

$

popular building,
St2bSSS aS?SSE»' fist" °*
a
An u^J^i*act%bMt JB^in^
that he happens to be the oldest
J"»*tor m terms of 6 service
on
.X^^rT^ from Lou*

Jim,,6
guardian
of •unin,
Roark, u>
is OHan•*«»«»,uoiu>ou u»
other
interesting
care-taker.
He
^ yery fri<jndly toward students
even when
wnen he
ne has
nas to shovel
snovel up
gallons of carelesly thrown-down
cigarette butts. An unusual thing
about this janitor is the fact that
he sings unusually well. He was,
at one time, an industrious member of the Traveling Four, a male
quartet. He is also a good piano
Player.
. Harvey the Uodger
Jim's next-uoor neignoor in the
Science building has the unusual
name of Harvey Dodger Brooks.
Many of Harvey's fellow workers
say he was given this name because hia father was a Brooklyn
Dodger fan. The Science janitor
gets joy out of hearing about
this belief, though he is not sure

a
Hungarian students staked their all for the sake of °r
•
\
- U
^wfan? JenV^tory'
an idea. Not a selfish, local, egotistical Idea, but an
Resourcefnl coeds at Texas
The two janitors at AdministralAa* +li*x wae anA it
■*—
■
State College for Women use a tion buUding remind many of Tom
TI
:,.
' universal. ^
- corn popper to cook midnight and Jerry, the cartoon characters
The conflict of the Hungarian students is serious »nacks of oyster stew, pudding, in that one is very taU and the

business. It can be and it should be a part of our busi- eggs,
■** <hand make cereal for break-,
ness.
v
fast.
If
there
are
those
among
the
American
students
II
.■
..
3
xL
L 'i'x
J .L
Professor said looks like since-

I'm »or^*thkt Vhe above state.
meat doesn't make sense but:
Doris KVermann smiled at me the
other day and I'm still In a state
of shook.

tinguished-looking because of his probably smiled at
lot of
grey hair, and ' Paul reminds stu- grouchers.
dents of a little rabbit hopping to
What Eastern needs Is a first*
and fro.
!•**■«■ * »»£»»»». * «o taxa

spirit to do'SOmethina bi*and fine wth **ieir lives and classes «°rtA unravel, along down
^L
-x . AL•
■ ? - j it7
L
L.
""•■ about, the ^ast llVe minutes vS the
humanity, trfere is now and there always has been a claSs period,
cryino need and a place for them.
-• *
.
fL' «;_-. rtX xL_ ;-J* • J.i^-iwTk.. «k« ,;TA ^X *L.
What aii tiie*e new cars need is
We Size Ot the ^rOeKm aeterfnihes fhe Size Ot the more norae 8en9e in8tead of morfi
Idea, and ideas are the most powerful Of weapons.
horse power, fellow said.
.
There are those who take th* chaff and leave the
^ ,
~—
„

. important message at 'the telephone- exchangee Osfear will deliver it to theXer* classroom
wjtere the person b\ hav'ng.ciasa
Both jartitors help in the work
^ the auditorium.^ They seem to
enjoy their work.
<*■*• ««* Bignified

se*w» as an antidote for Grouches
by Orouoho.
•
. ; .
- - l.wb* tittt. ttie_clia»cter wee**eps trying to snave my door"»ob would wiRe off ttie RapidShave when he gets finished. . ,
needs"a"h"«w «N« amni^

plump
because
I xxkernel
x
J LM«x it
x is tough and
-x hard and
• Lirequires Jf^SEJfi
*^
weeiw, T*2£a!£
i oeen roosi- JSTLf
quiet and 2?
are ST"*™
hardly knownT
by ^S^^^tZSSw
all tarnished with nientin* atain*.

real effort and ability to process into a nourishing pro- ing here in the library ever eince. the students. George Dureson, of
duct.
Quietest place you ever saw Sleep the library, is one of this type. '
There are II,
those who
atfack
a de» would boldly
.L
j
tenseless Cripple but run from a worthy adversary.
There is much work to be done in this
world
S one
.
,-— T T- r—J
,°.?e W ,Of Ours There IS much work TO be done and the workfirs ttF^ few

*tTl S?ftf'ttlt
"hT^re^^ery
^ ^
, .,.ares*8 very
proper to be a janitor. Mr. Dure<**?*• yNp-^F «* iffj* i£L**> knows a lot about tnmg w scnoiarsmps tor smoents "nrary.
who escaped from the Russian inThere are two other janitors
Vasion of Hungary. .
on Eastern's campus who are well-

Jo"
y

W d

?

Md

n<>b0dy

There is work that challenges the highest and best
that any American student posesses.
There is work for the courageous, the fearless, thr
brave and the wise'.
There is work for those with insight and foresight.
There is work for those who, above all, desire the
truth and who are willing to pay the price that finding
fhe truth requres.
If our American students are serious and mature
enough to accept the challenge that now faces them,
they can make history that will be a recording of benefits to all mankind.
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

A flsAl. fW»UM FOR
S\HCE YOU'VE 01 EM
IN TWIS CLASS.

by Dick Bfblet

«»™>anea wn nicotine stains,

n
£, ^^
^ can
«*get
*****
i, know
where they
three
5-foot strips of plywood 'Coume,
i_ don't_know how they can get
thera off y^Q^nt tearing up the
ping-pong tables. .

What this country needs Is 0
good 5-cent nickel. . .
.
. . —
He (at the movies — "Can you
sea all right?''
She — "Yes."
He — "Is there a draft on youTTShe — "No."
He — "Seat comfortable?"
She — "Yes."
He — "Mind changing placesV*
Cramming — intellectual overeating after a long period of star*
vation.
A CORRECTION
In a comment on assembly
attendance and programs in a
recent Issue of Progress, it was
suggested that a guest speaker
at assembly did not have
neough time for bis speech. As
a matter of fact, the speaker
received all the time that he
asked for... And if there was
any limitation It was due to
his own request. We are glad
to make this correction.
Prompt, Courteous, Guaranteed

WATCH REPAIR

Kessler Jewelry
-

DUKE LUTTRELL
WATCH-MAKER

■■
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Trees

.

History Prof. • *♦

I

Finds New Home :
AT EASTERN LIKEABLE

On the top floor of the Ad. Building in a small room,
the door to which has a sign reading "Mr. George W. Robinson and Mr. Macllvaine," there one will find a tall, distinguished man^ busy at working and smoking a filter cigal-rette. The man is Dr. George W. Robinson, assistant professor of history.
A Man of Many Colleges
Dr. Robinson was born In Cedar
Falls, Iowa. He attended Oberlin
College, Oberlin, Ohio; Miami University, Oxford, Ohio; and University of Wisconsin in Madison,
where he earned his B.S., M.S.,
and Ph.D. degrees.
Dr. Robinson has taught at Wisconsin State College, Eau Claire,
Wisconsin; Washbum University,
Topeka, Kansas; and, the Univertfty of Maryland, where he worked in the overseas program. Here
he was assigned to Greenland,
Laborador, and Newfoundland
where he taught American history from 1958 to 19C5.
Likes Eastern and Faculty
Impressed by the beautiful campus, Dr. Robinson, who came to
Eastern this September, says that
the faculty has been especially
friendly and that the Student
Union Building is one of the fin| est he has seen.
Dr. Robinson, who likes to
travel, plans to take a trip to
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California this August. He also
likes all kinds of food and all
types of sports—especially softball and hunting.
A Man of Strong Beliefs
Dr. Robinson believes that complaining is a disease. He also feels
that one shouldn't give advice unless it is asked for, and then the
adviser should be- careful not to
say too much.
Dr. Robinson is a member of
the Mississippi Valley Historical
Society, the American Histroical
Association, and the American
Studies Association. When asked
why he decided to teach, Dr. Robinson quipped, "I wanted to teach
because- It is rewarding in aa Intellectual and humanitarian way
if nothing else/' He added, "I
also like to see young people develop."
An insurance executive has said:
"You can't refuse a man insurance
just because he's single and under
28, but wed like to."

"I think that I'shall never see,
A poem as lovely as a tree." .
These lines express the feelings
of Joyce Kilmer regarding trees,
but truly these same sentiments
could belong to you or me.
As one wanders around the
bleak, barren campus on a chilly,
January afternoon, he might sense
an impression that these things
called trees resemble in some
manner, beautiful, sophisticated
ladies in a dress parade.
He might notice that the trees,
although not so colorful, are well
dressed for this time^ of year.
The captivating, romantic oak
tree behind Burnam Hall, for example, reveals that naturally
beautiful look. It is bedecked^ in
a sheer-sheath made of light,
weight, gray bark. A three strand
neckless of lustrous, toast-brown
leaves hug the neck of this stately tree.
A starry-eyed oak in front of
Roark, lives it up in a bright-colored dress with a crisply, belled
skirt made of rough, black bark.
Her shoes are of grey root handsomely sprinkled with doltish dirt.
Her handbag is an elegant handful of shiny, coffee-colored leaves
that have been left by the ill winter wind.
The fairyland of trees in the
ravme stand at attention m greyblack tweeds, decorated with deep
cummerbunds of shiny, white
bark.
The beautiful fashions of these
woody, perennial plants can not
be purchased in any style shop
or deportment -store. They can
not even be priced. Undoubtedly,
they are God's gifts to us.

STUCK FOR MONEY? DO A

\W7

HATS OFF!
Although just a sophomore, dancing or .joining the crowd at
Jerry C. (for Charles) Sutkamp the local hangout. And like OVeryhas become a well-known person- one else, he has his dislikes and
ality and welcome sight on East- pet peeves. Jerry says he prefers
ern's campus. A pre-med major, steak and doesn't like fish (which
Jerry is from Bellevue and is a makes it tough on Fridays) and
graduate of Newport Catholic wishes the guys in the dorm
High School.
wouldn't leave their doors open
Last year Jerry was awarded'when PtavlnS* the radio in such
the Biology Award for his out- |««d volume. Neither does he like
standing work in that field. Other '* «*«• "Pinky" gets sick and he
merits he has achieved are the "**"*<> push'her, or 8:00 a. m,
presidency of Kappa Iota Epsilon, <*»*"* <«»t then, who does?),
vice president of Newman Club
Jerry has the wonderful anibiand Biology Club. He is a mem- tion of becoming a doctor, but
ber of the Student Council, and hasn't quite made' up his mind
is treasurer of the Caduceus Club, what kind. He thinks he might
like to specialize in nose, throat
and ear, but then being a general
practitioner sounds good, too!
As for where he plans to finish his medical training, he hasn't decided on any certain school,
but is thinking of the University
of Louisville or possibly the University of Cincinnati. Whichever
branch he should decide to go into
or wherever he may finish his
training, we are sure he will make
a wonderful humanitarian since
he has chosen that field because
he likes people and wants to help
them.
This summer, Jerry plans to
work on a beer truck (work, he
says, and WORK, he means) so
keep out an eye for this goodlooking fellow around Beltevoe
and Newport if you should happen
to travel that way. With his
JERRY SUTKAMP
friendly smile and his even more
Our honor man of the week likes friendly ways, you certainly coulQto spend some of Ms free tbne n't mistake him for someone else.
hunting, fishing, playing ball,
With a MIGHTY lift of the lid,
—.
—(
—• we salute you, Jerry Sutkamp,
,,
and hope that in the future years
.,li
at Eastern, ysu will continae to
contribute as much as you hawe
done in the past.
>
P.S. "Pinky" Is Jerry's '47 Ford,
in ease anyone Is wondering!
If you're flying to Europe in a
Jet this summer, there's a pretty green-eyed, auburn-haired Eastern coed whom you just might possibly talk into gfting along! What's
more, if you can wait until 'the next
Olympic Games, you've got yourseff a co-pilot! These two are two
secret ambitions of one of Eastern V? most popular gals!
At the present, our gal, a junidr
elementary major, is working on
teaching ambitions. But all work
and no play is a square idea, ao
this smart miss keeps hot-self busy
with plenty of extra-curricular activities, including Drum and Sandal (She's :he treasurer), YWCA
<£he'.* ■>»■*• *-se-*T~"*> ?M'£ ■*!**" i"' ' »• .
(ditto), ~ Westminster ' Fellowship,
Burnam. Hall JJouse C o u nc : fc»
Cwend, and Messiah chci^f. Her
popularity and good Jooks won her
a coveted place in last year's N
A
Basketball Queen court.

SEND IT IN AND

WHAT DOES A KNIGHT OSS TO
•RING HOME THE IACON?

DO YOU like to shirk work? Here's some easy money—start
Stickling! Well f>ay $251or every Stickler we print—and for
hundreds that never get used. Sticklers are simple riddles
with two-word rhyming answers. Both words have the same
number of syllables. (Don't do drawings.) Send your Sticklers
with your name, address, college and class to Happy-JoeLucky, Box 67A, Mount Vernon, N. Y. And remember—
you're bound to Stickle better when you're enjoying a Lucky,
because Luckies taste better. Luckies' mud, good-tasting tobacco is TOASTED to taste even better. Fact is, you'll say
duckies are the beBfrtastftig cigarette you ever smoked!

WHAT AW WISE MEN'S EARNINGS?

Sofet' Usages

W'agtfi
HAMCt SMITH.

LINDA CVHtflMCf.

v, or

U. Or ALABAMA

CHICAGO

■ »
HARRIET HARRIS

—
WHAT ft AN ANOKY fMMOVM

^.

WHAT IS AN ACItt INMCtt

WHAT ft A COWAMMV IWOt

What does she like? Well, Jimmy
Davis, watermelons, ^airplanes, and
country ham head her list of far
vorltes, in that order. One of the
best dressed girls on campus, this
talented seamstress makes many of
her clothes tn hef favorite cotors —
blue and brown. Rock Hudson is
the first thine: .she thinks of when
you mention movies, and although!
she plays classical music on both
the organ and piano, popular tunes
are lier fin* choice. But at the
other end of the scale, 6:30 to
8:90 etudy hall (?), squash, and
people who pdp chewing gum when
you ore trying to study all get
her veto.
All |n all our lady loves Eastern (her mother, .aunt and brother
, also went here!, thinks tny «*mpus is beautiful, and says she'a
had some of the best times ef ner
life here.

Ok.

MR B§jT

^TiKrpiL-i
•

Spry Ply

Cravtn Ravin

Crou Boa

MAURICE CLENN.

SILMORE JEMNINSS

CREISMTOH U,

ROLLIMS COLLE6E

WARREN NVtTftO*.
U. OF MINN
i

in

■

■

Luckie$ Taste Better
"IT'S TOASTED" TO TASTE &ETTEK ... CLEANER, fRESHER, SMOOTHER!
•A.T.CO,

iteht" 'p. '■■

PSODUCT

or- c%to Jtontoitan Jo^Cto-KxmU^m*^

AMIRICAI LSADIMQ MAKUFACTU»M

or

CI<SA»*TT*.

So a tip of the rhapemi to y-ni,
Harriet — (Md MM yea believe it .— she's been HRWI to
forge* her own ■■IIILI, tort that's
•nether story) --Harris!

X

*
.*
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Eastern Blasts Quantico 102-96

.
_
•

•

VeneiH. Kiser Spark Victory

By BERT BACH

•

The Quantico Marines tried to establish a beachhe
m«n+
H« «i«« ZIII „„ „.. Z «.
* Z v
hardwood in Weaver Gym Thursday night, but ,
The meeting: of two friends in Little Rock,
tucky EoucaS AT^UOI™1^ °f ^ ^ less-experienced band of Eastern Maroons fought off th
Arkansas, marked the beginning; of a long conversation concerning the old days—and baseball.
Many Arkansans remember Mr. Keith because atta<* and Won the battle ill an overtime, 102-96.
The two men: Charles A. Keith, emeritus profes- of his baseball background.
Some newer ones
Spearheaded by Ray Vencill's 25 points, Eastern, wit
sor of history at Eastern Kentucky State College,
know him because of his Masonic activities, He a new starting lineup, displayed a* brand of basketball tha^
and Philip McNermer, a lawyer and resident, of
has held high offices in the fraternal order.
the fans are going to see plenty of in the next two years,an<
Little Rock, had formed a battery at the UniA blue sky
versity of Arkansas fifty years ago. Following
jumped out in front of the talented, experienced Marines
the time they spent as pitcher and catcher, Dr. crisp wind b
7-0 in less than two minutes.
Keith journeyed to Oxford University in England crisp
win
and
Fast Break EffectiveWood on fouls, and going int
brought abou
as a Rhodes Scholar.
the
On
a
blazing
fast
break
with
overtime it was Kiser anc
the writing
Larry Wood and Vencill going in Wright at the forwards, Vencill
Keith, a 6'4 lefthander, made no pretense of this article. Anyand Joe
for easy layups, and Jim Kiser
Bowles at guard, anr
being a simonpure amateur while he was pitching way, as spring]
and Clayton Stivers connecting on Butler back In the pivot. Quanticc
for the Cardinals in Fayettsville and beating Mis- approaches and
fir
jump shots, the Maroons built "cored
st on a fielder by Carej
souri, Kansas and Oklahoma—or any other uni- baseball begin
but the
up
a
20-point
38-18
lead
with
8:45
Maroons
quickly pickec
versity team who tried its luck against Arkansas.
to come to th
remaining in the first half before UP 10 PPmta. f°ur of them bi
During his career, he would finish the collegiate
public's interest,
big Don Lange, All-American at Butler, before the Marines scratch!
season and then pitch for the Little Rock Travelgo to the East-J
Navy, started connecting on his ^ °-8*in> this time on a couplf
ers of the Southern Association. He even did some ern ball park.
hook
shot. Aided by 5-11 guard of frees °y Carey.
pitching during summer vacations in this country Standing along]
Franklin Julian, a Dartmouth
It was 98-92 Eastern with
after he had started his three-year tenure at Oxthe right - field
graduate, and 8-5 Bill Roaenstihl minute, 33 seconds to go wh«
ford. He said, "I THINK it is likely that I am the
line I'm sure youj
from New Mexico University, the Ratliff was fouled, and with the
only man who ever mixed professional baseball
will again
Marines cut the margin to 12 crowd on its feet, the little blonc
with a Rhodes Scholarship."
the till figur
points
before the naif'time inter- guard from Newport who hai
of a man with!
Keith was big, strong and willing to work.
mission, 56-44.
been hampered with injuries sine*
a
brown
suit
an
His managers, Chief Zimmer at first and later
Wood, Kiser and Vencill teamed October 31, calmly droppec
pipe
deeply
en
Mike Finn, were happy to take advantage of his
up for Eastern's next 15" points, through both shots,
willingness. So he pitched with little rest—often grossed in eve:
while Jim Carey and Lange, asAlex Stevens, forr.
MR.
CHARLES
KEITH
play.
pitching both ends of a doubleheader. The heavy
sisted by 6-5 HaroM Grant,
toil took its toll and, by the time he got a major
league crack with the St. Louis Browns, he had
terested in baseball have failed to talk over pro- were outtinpawnv at
at ♦£»
\aaA
* « i
the lead
y layup
««tinnoi M
.Hm. «Hfh
-*™.with
*u.tUn12-fU
f _awa
7
easy
developed a bad arm. He never pitched arv inning e«.Hin«r«
ceedings m
in th*
the national
pastime
with r»Dr. KSM.
Keith, »„,}
,h™ri„«,
Z* TKT went
7.• in tor* an ^
™p ?T,
up
the
scoring
of big league ball on that account, but after the
He is an active Eastern fan and has often been SSkjtrimm^it tottX.
a"fffleTT maL^rS? „™
a
fielder to make the final scor
Browns shipped him back he was still able to win
known for his helpful advice to would-be players.
Quantico
Rallies
read
102-96.
in the Southern Association for a while.
The5 Maroons picked up eight
Ray
Vencill, with 25 point*]
y
Why don't you make a hobby of hunting and
'T ^"1"^ .ZJZSZ *JT corin
J6"?'
ITS 11 **£
"My most successful season in professional
fishing'
ing? This is a question which I have often JK^HSS? J^r^^S^H £* J»
f hoao™ *°.r «* »£*
ball?" he said. "Well, it was in 1907 when I won
Jeen asked when I became restless and seemed to £j eaT by ^clu SftK 5£ StjfXSASS X"
fourteen and lost eight for Little Rock. The club
did better that year than any other time I was
with it. Finished fourth with a .500 percentage.
I always had good control. - Mike Finn wrote a times think it would be the soluXn which Would ^f ^ 2"5SX. "Sffct ^inte L^m^ST^i
?
?,
story for the Sporting News that summer in which serve as a relaxing agent as well as a way of Th- mt^iv Tfiiion «H*H thr<,Q ?T j'ir^7 \L?r^
StiVe
Wh
getting
rid
of
a
few
Scess
pounds;
however/any
™LZ£ed
^^Blnt™
&
"*
^^
™
°
***
he said I had the best control of any pitcher he
Eastern connected on 34 out o
had ever seen—right or lefthander. The other ideas I ever had of turning to the wide outdoors three-letterman at DePaul Uniyears the team was much lower in the standings. SBa?SL^KS^SlS* a Sh°rt "*** C°n" r-^' ?& a ,ayUP ■""* .tW6 79 aTStT?rom%°nfieid X 4°
and the towering Grant on per cent, while Quantico hit 33 oi
That season under Chief Zimmer, who was the cerning this type Ration
f
The article analyzed the latest report from the a free and a layup cut it to 81-80 77 for 42 8 per cent
The
catcher, we were pretty bad. One day after we
actually had won we were riding downtown on U. S. Department of Interior. The report showed with 4:58 to go. Only Kiser, on roons had the best of it in
one of the open-topped streetocars after the game. that hunters and fishermen spent almost three a jump, had been able to score bounding too 68-47
A fellow in his front yard hollered, 'Who won to- billion dollars in pursuing their hobbies last year, for Eastern during this sudden
day?' I shouted happily, 'We did!' And then I This article immediately .initiated within me a flurry by Quantico. Seconds later Eastern f ga fgm f ta f tm reb pf
feeling of repulsion toward any inclination I may Ed Peterson put the Marines Stivers
7 4 5 5 S 5 1!
heard his say, 'You're a blankety liar."
16 5 8
ever have had concerning this type activity, ahead for the first time in .the Kiser
21
Mr. Keith was born near Hot Springs. He Well, back to my television set!
ball* game, 82-81.
Butler
4 2 2
'
4
pitched for Amity High School and several town
13 7 3
' 2"'
A .tip-in by Carl Wright and a Wood
teams about the state before he went to the uniThe other day I was standing in the gymnasium free toss by Vencill made it 84-82, Vencill
17 9 9
5
versity... His nickname during his baseball days talking to Carl Wright, one of the Maroon's var- but Julian quickly tied it up with Pike
4 2 1
2
was "Big Boy."
•
sity cagers. r told a story which I thought was a little more than three minutes Moore
10 1 4
5
0 0 2
2
He looks back fondly on his 41 years, 1912- quite funny; evidently Carl didn't as it brought remaining. Pike's push shot was Kotula
matched by Grant's fielder and it Gabbard 4 2 5
8
53, of teaching at Eastern Kentucky. "I didn't no response whatever.
1 1 .3
0.
make money, of course, but I got great. satisfacThe next night on observing the Eastern- was tied again, 86-86, with 2:30 Ratliff
2 0 5
1
tion out.of it,'- he said. "That is how a teacher Quantico Marine game I saw Carl take a terrific left to play. It was Pike again Bowles1 1 35
must expect his efforts to be rewarded in a large elbow in the stomach. Upon expecting at least a on a layup, but Rosenstihl was Wright
measure. One of the things* of which I am proud- mild groan, I was horrified to see" a wide grin awarded tWo free tosses and it Totals
79 34 50 34 68 S3
1
y
... . .est is that the new dormitory has been named for spread across his toc*» Needless to say. the-dAf- JJ9 * 88-8H' wh*n ttmJ ran at* <n ■»»'--iJ*--« ■*-'-.' -' ---*•-' •*• - ^--'~""**"■• jfiy*-wiie tura' mv-it bears' trie .mane oi r*eixn leiences "in rhs Teucuon to. my would-be joke And the regulation game.
Fannpn
1 -. 0~ 6 0 % 2
,„. . .HalUf.vHe-w-a* "«"JI»<^ Wien'as well asOneaa 0^*^88 '«y»»-*>* Hit ■j.twri^'.^wi.iw'^ »i.e..iX/". "■■ __ ?, ItoMi't***? apWg**-^ > ; *£eTO»i
.2 " 2 t' & •$''. '**.
the history department at the time of his retireno.end.
The Maroons had lost Stivers Grant
10 6 6 3 5 4
• Reese
0 0 0 0 0 1
Brown
3 2 .3 0 0 0
Carey
6 2 15 8 4 5
Peterson 4 2 5 3 2 1
Lange
15 5 4 4 6 5 m
Blum
6 3 C 2 1 2
Fedo
6 2 2 1 5 2
Heneghan 1 0 0 0 1 0
Julian
13 6 2 0 8 5
Rosen'hl 6 3 10 9 6 3
Totals
77 83 55 80 47 31
on

the

!^.r«JiFJL^„£r^^

Maroons Face A Tough Battle

With Tennessee Tech Monday

The Eastern Maroons, following two impressive outings
against Quantico Marines and Western Kentucky, will again
take to the hardwood Monday night in quest of their third
conference win and fifth season victory. The Maroons hold
an earlier victory over the Golden Eagles; however, Coach
Johnny Oldham states that work he has done to develope
an effective defense for a fast break has made his team
much stronger.
The Tech. coach said, "Part of
the reason for Memphis State operating their fast break so effectively in -the last two games was
the fact that we got tired and
couldn't keep up with them.'' Oldham went on to say that he hopes
the extra conditioning during the
recent layoff will prevent this
from happening again.
Despite Teens scoring jslump,
including leading scorer' Kenny
Sidwell, a school scoring record has
been broken. Sidwell, although he
managed to get only four points
in Tech's last clash with Memphis State, made himself the sec-.
ond-man in the Tennessee school's
history to score over 1000 pointe.
He now has. 1001 and stands 39
Tech record of 1,040 set by Tommy Downing of Gamaliel, Ky.
Downing set the record in a period
of fouT-^.IK. while thls~is only
Sidwell's third.
The next three games on the
agenda for the Maroons are conference outings. Following Monday's encounter with the Golden
An unidentified Quantico eager has his shot blocked beautifully by Eagles, Eastern will face Munray
Kastern's Virgil Butler. Other Maroons on the scene are Carl Wright away and then return home to meet
(55), im Kiser (22), and Ray Vencill (21).
Middle Tennessee February 18.

STUDENTS
ARE WELCOME AT

DONALD RAY'S

Barber Shop
McKee Bldg.

1st A Main

DIXIE DRY CLEANERS
Cleaning and Pressing at its Finest
Altering
Repairing

Waterproofing
Moth Proofing

Pleating
Sizing

PANTS PEGGED OUR SPECIALTY
Use our special Student Plan and SAVE'

Phone 7

Free Delivery

FOLLOW THE CROWD
• to the most popular spot in Richmond
%»*

Speck's Restaurant
South First Street
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Western Comeback Nudges Eastern 75 - 70
Upset - Minded Maroons
Play Brilliant First Half

h

Coach Paul McBrayer's rebuilding Eastern Maroons had
Western on the ropes here Saturday night, completely outplaying them in the first half, only to see an eleven--point
lead fade in the first five minutes of the second half and the
Hilltoppers eke out a 75-70 win.
\
i.

Western Kentucky's Owen Lswmn attempts to elude outstretched
Other Maroons are Jim Kiser (22) and' Virgil Butler.

Maroon Mermen
Take To Water

CAGE PROSPECT BRIGHT
FOR NEXT TWO SEASONS
PV.« !;„,.*„„„ ■»*„««,.;«„ +u;~
«_ 4.- j_i. £
i u
The Eastern Maroons this year to date have only been
able to garner two Wins in conference plfty; however, the
McBrayermen's future seems the rosiest of any Ohio
Valley Conference member. There isn't a senior on the fif+„.„ „,„„ .TLTa.wvr. o/inoJ or,^ J~ *«-+ «-u
i %
teen man Maroon squad, and, in fact, there are only four
jumors. The remaining eleven men who are appearing this
year for the first time in varsity ball constitute the rest
of the Maroon cage -picture
Example* of the promiseMaroon. ever, he isn't expected to return
cage fans have in store were ex- this rime. While the 1 layette prodhibited in the past few games by uct was not a supreme scSrmg
StTLS Mb 525
Gabbard, Dale Moore, Larry Wood
and Joe Bowles. To bolster these
underclassmen In this season's play
have oeen . Bernie Kotula. Virgil
BUtler, Clayton Stivers, Jim Kiser,
Carl Wright and Jim Pike* The
pivot position as of lale has bqen
.•the most undecided. Rotating in
this position_have beer. Butler, Ko-

The alert, hard driving Maroons .. 4 .. , „
. ^
jumped out in front of Western effort," said Coach Paul McBrayer
Vir
18-16 on a layup by Ray Vencill °f
8« Butler. "This boy has
1
onl
after eight minutes of a nip and P
*^
y 36 minutes and 5 seconds of
tuck battle in which the lead
,
college ball including tochanged hands four times and the ni£ht » game.
score was tied seven times, and
McBrayer had nothing but
built up a 40-29 halftime lead, praise for the defensive job his
Eastern, with guards Larry Wood Maroons did against Western, parand Vencill doing a fine defensive ticularlv in the first half,
job on Owen Lawson and Eric
Big Raipn crosthwaite, playing
Back, and Jim Kiser taking charge the best game of his college caof Billy Case, had scored 16 field reer, was high scorer for the evegoals in this half to Western's ning with 39 points. 17 of these
11. Lawson, Back, and Case had 0n free throws. Crosthwaite had
only two points each at this stage as many free throw attempts as
of the game, while Vencill alone the entire Eastern team—24.
had picked up 12, all on field
Clayton Stivers was high scorer
goals,
for Eastern with 13, followed by
- It looKed the" Maroons' night, Ray Vencill and Jim Pike with
but when they came back in the *12 each,
second half, they hit a scoring
The fine performances turned
slump and went 5 minutes and 35 in by Larry Wood and Ray Vincilr
seconds without a field goal. West- bear out what sports. writers and
era, meanwhile, was whittling sportscasters have been saying
away at that 11-point halftime everywhere, the Maroons have aparms of Maroon's Larry Wood.
lead and with 12:23 left in the peared this year—that these are
game went ahead 49-48- on a free two of the best sophomore guards '
throw by Lawson. The Maroons in the country and have possibiligot the lead back at 52-49 on a ties of becoming two of basketjump shot by Stivers and a layup balls all-time greats,
by Jim Pike, who had replaced
Dale Moore, who was heavily
center Virgil Butler, but a couple bandaged and suffering from a
of free throws by Crosthwaite cut back injury, showed flashes of the
Coach Don Combs' young swim-it to 52-51. Another jump shot form that earned him a starting
team fought gamely
going- by Stivers and it was 54-51, but assignment earlier in the season,
y before g
into £gS £ it8
fir8t two con* Crosthwaite hit two more frees wnen he went in and hit on three
tests, January 12 and 17. First and a fielder and Western went out- of four shots from the- field
they were edged by'a strong Uni- on top 55-54 witn ten minutes that helped to get the Maroons
versity of
c^11"™11 team °y a leJ}- *£*?* were never headed )>ack(in business. Moore has been
margin of seven points. The meet after that.
nursing a badly bruised back and
the final
They built it up to 63-56, with saw only limited action in Thurswa8 tied going into
event, the 400-yard freestyle re- 6:18 still showing on the clock? day night's game against the Ma,a
y- High point men for Eastern and McBrayer sent in a new team rines, but his fine performance
w,Ee
Captain John Payne and Ed that cut it down to two points, Saturday night is another one of
Anderson who tied with 10% 70-68 with less than a minute ^ere^asons that Maroon fans are
a
P"0* ■».«•«• "fe*» *** left 'n ^L8""';..*
,
,
ffiX*%£?* heaf?" and ta,k,njr
event
* a lar*e """**•
^^tFTl^^^JSS
*

tU
TM ••• t °"r
^ed 5 ^
table rebounding performances.
The first half of the Maroon eeason has been confined to many
away games - of which many did
not constitute conference activity,
The remainder of the season, with
the exception of three contests, will
be played at Weaver Health Building. i Five more conference battles

^ HatCh* ^^ *"*
The second meet saw the Eastern mermen lost to a strong Emory University team. Leading the
scoring attaA in the 48-38 Maroon loss was Eddie Hatch with
-7% points and John Payne with
'•% points. Angus Begley displayed amazing ability as he tied
for first
place honors in the divevent.

aSa£ ?wo f^Ses^and^Pike
two lump shots and the Maroons.
Sere back in toe ball same Need!
ing just two points to tie' it up,
JoV Ratliff, on what looked like
a clean steal of the ball was calland that • ended
ed for fouling
Eastern's chances to take this ball
game that had looked like theirs
from the beginning.

gg"? <W>
fT?u!ii5 w+
SSSKJ^
Back rLawson "z
Totals
Eastern (70)
tivers, i
Gabbard, f

postman Bill Florence has drop- The final-game with Morehead on ed the stronger of the te/o clubs ern had the ball. Lawsoh ana Kiser, g
ped out of "school for the second February 28 will bring to a close as .was expected. They have long Case hit fielders and Case added Ratliff %"!
tirte since enrolling in 1954. How- the current cage campaign.
been rated a power in swimming, a- free toss to make it 75-68, and Bowies' g

EASTERN KENTUCKY STATE COLLEGE
Cumulative Basket Ball
Including Game of Feb. 2, 1957
Player
Time G fga fgm
Wood
349.37 13 156 62
Gabbard
331:31 13 112 46
Kiser
395:52 12 144 51
Vencill
271:08 13 127 48
Moore
258:39 12 121 43
Stivers
212:34 12 119 38
Butler
36:05
2
13
4
Florence
224:48
9
84 28
Bowles
127:49 12
38 11
Kotula
113:34 .9
31
9
Pike
76:57
9
23
6
Brock
54:39
4
26
6
^utler
36:05
2
13
4
Wright
108:16
7
21
3
Ratliff
22:16
4
4
1
•White
8:00
1
5 VI
J'rofitt
8:15
2
1
0
Total Rebounds
Eastern Ky
18 1025 357
Opponents
IS 9SS 369

E.S.C.. TOLEDO
wtw^ I I Lb

^ ™.

^^L^7^%||^

Statistics Summary
, pet fta ftm
.397 55 38
.410 50 34
.354 31 20
.378 30 15
.355 39 23
.319 25 14
9
4
.333 47 25
.289 25 15
19 11
13
9
8
6
9
4
9
5
7
1
0 .0
0
0

reb
42
112
83
45
72
58
11
.531 96
.600 20
40
16
17
11
32
1
1

.848 867 220
398 515 865

55
.599 704 54.2 801
.708 702 54.0 229

pet
.691
.680
.645
,500
.589
.560

g

av fp
3 2 34
86 35
70 25
3 5 52
6.0 28
48 28
5
106 18
1 7 23
22
21
8
5

to

•

6
3
3

son, Toledo's freshman scoring
ace who recently joined the va/oity in a trial to improve on their
o-v
wuii-iusi record.
recuru. Murry
inurry Gutt»juil3-6 won-lost
man

-

a senior

Swunmers D*w Crowds
Swimming at Eastern has risen
from a little known sport to one
that has been drawing large
S* * «"JSS™"*
2tt.
C, for
f£Ptheir
S,™»Sn
to the fans
cooperation
and moral support which contributes greatly to a winning
team Hee and
th» team nrP lonU
=5!^:„" _a/,;.t^eAea^.are..lo°k
ing forward to fine support for
the remainder of the season.
Members
the team
team include
include
Memoers of
of tne
seniors Bdl Seale and John Payne;
juniors Augus Begley and Richard
Fleck; sophomores Ed Anderson,
Doug Poer, Jim Snodgrass and
Bib Bohannan; and freshmen JSddie Hatch, Johnny Coy, Jack Hinkle, Denny Ball and Roger Jackson. Louis (Teddy) Eversole is
seling as this season's manager
and has proved himself a very
capable one.
The next home swim meet is
sch duled fo r
ebruar
2
* Wlth
, v,/Uiuversit
y.,16of **
t>, the
T
the
S" St
y
'OU J.
■■
f

guard, has" led the tnrOllmGnT OOdTS m

When the Toledo cage quintet, team in scoring with 206 pointe,
fre3h from wins over Delaware an 18-7 average. A big boast to
' University and Kent State, met the '^o'edo's scoring output has been
1 1
A kebaue
Maroons last night, there was a a
^Fed
* "™"
T
i'' ,Who awr'
15
l-i.oh „**«,«. i«t,»t,~.,i..„K„n i u
«
Points «n TU's previous
clash of two late-moving ball clubs, two conte3ts.
both of. whicn naa , shown great
To Combat the umo-auintet East
promise in their, last lew oitfings. ern <fie{ds a team which has looked
Kent State defeated Toledo ear- especially impressive during its
lier in the campaign. Since then, last two outings. The Maroone, terToledo sophomores Al Vann, Ned ribly battered from a rough-andJohn Sparvero have shown -tremen- tumble game with Quantico. Madous improvement in floor play and 'rines a. we-rH ago, played brilliantVcoring ability-big reasons why-ly Saturday night against Western
Toledo lists four and five men in in their 75-70 defeat Eastern led
the double figures during their by eleven points at the half; howprevious two games. Coach Eddie ever, Western's ability to comeMelvin has claimed that jn his back and some questionable offithree years at Toledo, no more than cial calls in the last five minutes
two men have ever netted more crushed any hopes that the Mathan nine points in a single game, roons may . have had of joining
Eastern had to face WiUy New- the list of spoilers.

!,
.
.
L .?
K©ilTUCky C^OllGQGS
'
W
Col,e e
* enrollment in Kentucky
jumped 29 per cent in. the two
years preceding 1956-57. This was
a
gain of 8,636 students, or an
increase from 29,937 to 38,573.
These
figures are based on informat
ion released last month, by
the Kentucky Council of Higher
Pub,ic Education,
in»«nUJi(
enrolled last
^V,??:
„
"
j!Tn
w!S-™
f
gj"^I*„°fnrJJS„t™' J^*"1site &>llew and^ toe U^erStJ
of J^ntocS?'
University
Gn the basis of these figures
and enrollment trends this year,
it can be estimated that one of
every 18 college students in Kentucky is- enrolled at Eastern.

F

° 13
1
I3
5
tf
3
\
3
I
2
3
'__
23 29 13

9
10
39
8
9
75

FG. FT PF TP
0 ;D_. 0

4
" 0
" 0

1
0
2
2

-5
• **
±*
2
2
2
1

0
7
12
12
9
0
2
8

SSSTi^SSe^ ^orn* Wo0d' * "
sounded to wind it up at 75-70,
Totals .....'.
27 16 24 . 70
Western
•The Maroons outscored the HillThe Committee on Associated
toppers 27-23 in field goals but Programs in Educational Adminis41 chances at the
^estern got
tration
met suDerintendents
in a work conference
free-throw
line and connected on wit
h several
on the
Eastern, meanwhile, was hit- ™?T
Sav ^develonaknd
29.
8 toaa
tine on 16 out of 24 Eighteen ^'"P"
y. to develop a kind
« V7
.
,, .,
™ Mgnieen ^ action-research program on eritfouJ
a were called on Eastern the leal
«„_, problems
oHmini..
nrfMmmn ZSiHm
faced by adminisThe Maroons outseCond half.
trators
in
their
efforts
to
make
rebounded the Hilltoppers 52-45.
their
sciiool
programs
affective.
McBrayer started the same line- Members
SEUZTTS JErZZ21£Z^7Z
a star-studded
°{}h* committee are
Up that topped
Professors
Quantico Marine quintet here
Adams, Carty, Coates.
Thursday night with two juniors En£le- GiIes' Grise, Jaggers, Mar,in
- Moore, Snowden, Sprague.
Jim Riser and Clayton Stivers at
Forward, sophomores Virgil But- Whalm.
ier. in the pivot, and sophomores
Mr
Ray viiicill and Larry Wood at
- Engle assisted in a program
guards. It was Butler's first •* evaluation in Jefferson Counstarting assignment and only his ty last week. •
second college game, and the big
'
y^y did a fine job on the backA new dormitory for Eastern
boards before fouling out with which will house 200 men students
fourteen minutes left in the con- has reportedly gone
g... as far as the
teat. "It was a fine display of semiofficial-approval stage.
T

Have You Tried Our
Cl eanmg
TOP QUALITY AND FAST SERVICE.
Call or See our Agent on the Campus ..

Jim Chandler
KEITH HALL NO. 327

ROYAL CLEANERS
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School Bells Ring;
Home Fires Burn

■

Has Exciting Odyssey
(It Is not news that a very four pound sucker, along with the
large number of Eastern's alumni, little minnow, with which the boys
like almost everybody else these had caught their fish.
days, are a nimble group. Tliey
Scorpions Too
get around. Kentuckians are said
our next home was a house
to have "considerable affection for trailer in St. Petersburg, Fla. (I
their native hills, but also a way am vgy knock-kneed from moving
of wandering far from them, around in such cramped quarters.)
Among these itinerant Eastern- To me the orange juice and sunites is Mrs. Clayton Fryer (Ida shine were obscured by every livEdwards - 198S), who has stopped ing thing that flies or crawls. I
over long enough in home coun- had heard of scorpions and when
try to get a long breath, check i saw m^ first one, it was, of
up on her Kentucky speed, and an places, on my pillow. As it
write the following letter to looked like something mashed on
Progress. —Ed.)
the pillow case, I picked up a
As I look backward twenty- ffinger nail file to knock it out
four years to my years spent at the door. In a flash, it was gone.
Eastern Kentucky State College, A night or two later a scorpion
I recall only two bits of philoso- stung a neighbor and I wondered
phy, which I think I assimilated, if it was the one that had been
In an education class I learned reclining on my pillow. Someone
that "It is Johnnys activities that had said that scorpions usually
educate Johnny." I hope I have went in pairs. With this informashown its practicability in the tion in mind, I searched my bed,
rearing of my three children. I inside and out, for weeks, before
shall always be grateful to one going to bed. Still I had nightof my instructors, who' said to mares, feeling a coal of fire going
me, "You can do anything you down my back,
want to do, if you want to do it
An<j snakes
badly enough-within reason, that
After tbne performances» on
is. It might riot be possible ffor
j lJg£i that Florida
u
you to be President of the United ^ only has the, well-known dia«ftS'
*
v ™ x*. * * mond-back rattler, but a ground
•J%J7e»£ "* Presid?nt °l raftler as well. This is a small
the United States, anyway ?-not gXnetal colored snake, with
black marks. It is unlike the
Kentucky Drawl
diamond-back, except for its venTf there is anything that can Gm and the rattles on the end of
get my dander up, it's to hear its "long" tail. It uses these, too,
some "next of kin" ex-Kentuckian nke miniature castanets. One day
make fun of the way we Ken- my husband brought in the ratttickians talk. For a number, of ties of a diamond-back, which he
years after I married, we lived had run over on his way home. I
in a suburb of Cincinnati. I was- waa not impressed with them unn't constantly reminded of my til a few days later, when I saw
talk there, because we were sur- them protruding from a newsparounded. by neighbors who were per on top of my vanitv dresser,
good Kentuckians.
And More ^n^ke,, M
However, my pet grievance was
Although we. lived in" Florida
a_,._native
in ffor
„„ „„„_
.
..of .Iowa,
. . who worked
,.
over „a .,„„„
year, TI „»~*
used w,„
my v,.,husCmcinnati, but chose (for some v,„„,i,„ A „ „ ' *f„u,«„ „„J „„,„

j
'
"
Among pictures of Junior Alumni to come to the office Is this winsom one of the three children of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Harris, Louisvilla They are Claudia, nine years old; Gail, six; and Ted, an
impressive two, plus a few odd days. They are not at school and
kindergarten, as one might suppose, but in their own home kitchen,
where the three old school desks serve a multiple purpose—play,
home work, meals when company comes; and possibly train, bus
and airplane service. While noting the happy faces of the little
girls, an observer will not overlook Ted's professional grasp on his
crayon and his obviously earnest preoccupation with the business
rt hand.
AN APPRECIATION
Mrs. Mary Frances Richards,
mrrtftmty of the Alumni Association, would like to express
appreciation to all alumni for
ihe hundreds of Oil I slums
cards received in the Alumni
office. Many graduates have
formed the habit of sending a
copy of their Christmas letter,
giving news items about themselves and their families. Especially appreciated are the
children and news notes about
them.

Former Musicians
Still Make Music

And Yon

Mrs. Nancy Lohp Walters, '37,
reports that she helped with the
remedial reading classes for the
summer school in Painesville, Ohio,
last summer, ordering materials,
planning the' program and supervising. She and her husband spent
their vacation in Florida and visiting with their families in Kentucky
and Alabama.
Charles E. Mulllns, '60, is now
principal of McKell Elementary
School, South Shore, Kentucky. He
hart accepted a position of teaching a field1 course in geography
at Camp Robinson for the University of Kentucky during the summer of 1957.
Mrs. Kenneth S. Mann (Susan
Biesack, '42) writes from BitbUrg,
Germany, that she is back teaching one of the six first grades at
the American School in Bitburg.
She has a little girl in the first
grade and a son in $he fourth.
They are due to rotate in June,
after having been overseas three
years, and are hoping their new
assignment in the states will permit them to visit Kentucky this
summer.
_ _; . _'. .
_ ,
• Thot «*<* D'cke,r9?n!l1. are. 3 m
»chool. Dick head of the Business
Education Department at State
Teachers College in Florence, Ala.,
has five full-time and four partlime faculty members and mote
than four hundred business ma*»*
Mildred thinks she wouldn't trade
wortl
™th anyone. Her fourteen
nuhsery Bchool children and nineteen college students fill her woiik.
*ng time.
Dickie age 10, enjoys the fifth
grade. Margaret Ann had her
fourth birthday during Christmas.
The
,4„ Dickersons were graduated in

Boh Yeager, "43, and Irvm Kuehn,
'47, were in Richmond last month
to attend the funeral of John Reichspfarr, Richmond florist, for Whom
bow of OMtn worked while attending Eastern. Mr. Yeager is now
connected with Grtffis Air Force
Base, Rome, New York, aa a civilian instructor
A^ T.,„A
«« singing
„«„.*.,.» in
i„ the
«..
Art
Lund, »•»'
37, Is
Broadway musical, "Most Happy Fellow." The program states
Mr. and Mrs. Hansford W. Farthat Art ia a graduate of East- ris had the exciting experience of
ern Kentucky State College and building a new home and moving
that he played football while a into it this past July. The new
student here.
address is 1608 Kirtland Drive, Ann
Mr. Sherman Dale, UW8, has sug- Arbor, Mich. This fall Bill waa
gested that the "Pioneer" group promoted to assistant supervisor
of Eastern's alumni hold their re- of the Electronic Defense Group
mion thj8 year at Commencement for which he has been working at
tne
time.
University of Michigan. He has
'
.
been teaching one course in the
l
Y*rt.lsr^TulJ^^ILJ-uZ.
Electrical Engineering Department
of 1929 1S
8t,u hel in
;
P ^ ex-«erviceworking on his Ph D. de«J
^TttX
SBT^
"5
He
no/lacks only his thesis
f1*11" aner melr mimary serv {m ^ degreenas
e
„
J^.. Z. B T «« to ,„ *
Mrs. Farris was Verajune May•MrsqWd»amS. Johnston (Betey
^ Bm waa
clafls rf >42
£nn Smith 4V spent her^vaca- ***,<*** of ^UTheir chUdren.,
S^ f.^- v.
. K .^7 ^tfeTLarry anu Wane: L.afry^ ra
™*?f\ WSl^v.tt tSl & the second grade and Diane
*W. msrMt
^^i^^1' ™ in the seventh,
Jjgj
W.Kentucky next :J
_ _^
_^..^ •

Kentucky side of the river. He
acted as though I were using the bed
K1J"^.UH.
,
Wlth a Ca8e
f flu whlch T
lantmaP-e nf
language
or Mar*
Mars, when TI anoke
spoke
^_
t d
w
k °
f ' j
George W Seevers, who gradof "poke greens." I.was equal y eraWe in FlorWa afJ , wlsconaln.
uated from Eastern with a music
P
W
WC
u
n
B a commotion out on major in 1941, is a teacher of so♦* 1 Wisconsin,
w!
- and
^ in
, a drug
£
P<> "earing
northern
the
ti0i I rataed
lf
and
store one day, I asked for (pos- look£,
*
£ see cial science in the Hillsborough
t the
tage) stamps. I thought I pro»vicioU3l at a High School of Tampa, Florida,
bird
w
-nounced the word with as much ,
*nake
fl£4
M^
fl t and in G spare time the choir
clarity as the natives of that thfught wa/that the mean snake director of the Evangelical United
Church. Mr, Seeverb distate, who pronounce "county" as had %bbed the bird's nest. This Brethren
rected his choir in the presente- "kounty." But apparently not.
thought brougnt out gj Eve in
Foreign Brogue
me> go i jumped out of bed, grab- tion of "The Messiah" last Decem-.,. ---3J-*-^-*-x^r^zl-^^zc/_ W^ien, we*ounr -batik, Jo. JO>n- *—4'---*•<£_ '..^.^C.Z. ^Zl'~—~- ^
'»W '" ''*e,' bringing "OTfr^ mtle ihgrod, and ^dashed outside. *BY in-llastern's presentation of the
five-year-old dauber, -v relative this time At _nake was across the Oratorio while on the campus, and
asked me where she got her bra-.,rH*i.and had entered the palmet-, on one^occasion «»nce his grad«ue. I replied that she had two tos, so I didn't even get. a strike, SKS" SOl°*t in the perform"
Major" Robert W. Dickman, '40, 22 miles south of Kansas City,
years of Ohioan, two years of
Bye, Now'
ance nere.
- left the University >of Illinois in Major and Mrs. Dickman have
Wisconsinian
(with its Scandii am now contentedly living Mrs. Seevere (Jean Harrison,
June and waa assigned to Grand- two children—Robin, age 14, and'
navian and German accents), one near the home of my nativity, but claso -of 1946), also a music ma- view
Air Force g^ m Miosouri, Pam, age 10.
year of cosmopolitan Floridian, my husband is out in "sunny" jor, finds time from her houseand all this was seasoned with California visiting and prospect- hold duties to serve as soloist
Ken tuckian. Where she gets her ^ for a better place to live.*I for her church choir.
rapid way of speaking, I have have my fingers crossed, lest next
never figured out. I'm too out of summer find us in a covered
Miss Pugh attended the board
breath from Just listening to her. wagon, heading west, and bearing
OoW, Cold Ground
the slogan, "California, here "we of the Federation of Music Clubs
when we lived in Wisconsin, I come."
in Louisville last week.
was, very fond of the numerous
lakes and birch trees. However,
being a cold-blooded person physically, I couldn't take the nine
months of winter and three
months of cool spring. It seemed
to me that most of the people
were also cold and unfriendly—
like molasses in January, I got
•
so lonesome, J
even welcomed
boek agents.
That winter my husband wanted to go ice fishing for northern
pike, but never found the time to
do so. One day, while down town,
I saw some pike, packed in ice,
outside a market. I selected two
or three big fish, which appeared
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS—For Sale -1** - Repair
to me. to be completely dressed,
MECHANICAL
DRAWING SPTS — SLIDE RULES —
or undressed. I took them home,
cut them up, and fried them a
COMPASSES — "T" SQUARES
golden brown. I made tarter
FLO-MASTER
FELT TIP PENS—INDIA INK
sauce and the reat. of the trimmings, except "hush-puppies."
INDEXES—©RAW PAPER—TYPING PAPER
(You see, we hadn't lived in FlorPOSTER BOARD
ida yet.) Well, my family come
in to supper. With his first bite,
my husband reminded me that I
hadn't scaled the fish. Now I
know what can cause fish to have
an* oily taste.
Fish Tale
131 West Irvine St.
Speaking of fish, I was appalled
Our
Campus
Representative
(I block off Main—Back of Courhouse)
at the big appetite that even a
fish can have. We were living
>BOB TISSUE
.
near a good sized lake, where the
ESTERBROOK PENS — Ch w.ypue «wn #oto*
children <»f*"« .fished. One .daymy little son and his equally small
^AfcRMATE
PENS — RCHLLS
*
North
Third
Street
cousin hooked a muskellunge. Tt
SCRIPTO PENS — DESK BLOTTERS
was too big for them to land, so
Phone 1105
they towed it to shore. It took
ALL NECESSARY SCHOOL SUPPLHES
both of them to carry the twentyfour pound nruskie home. With a
PhoitB 2473
pair of wire pliers, we pulled from
its throat a recently-swallowed

THE BEST IN

HOME COOKED MEALS

BALES PLACE

GOLDEN RULE CAFE

■

Good Food

E. Main St.

Richmond, Ky.

College Dry Cleaners
"WE DELIVER"

• 122 S. First Street

WELCOME STUDENTS!

Richmond Office Equipment

■■
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Faculty Facts

Hew Do You Do New Member Of Faculty
Mrs, Julio Hewlett? (s |n_service Counselor

Mr. W. A. Ault entered Paltie
A. Clay Infirmary this week seriously ill.
Mrs. Venettozzi will be in Chicago next week to receive an audition for the Metropolitan Opera
Company.
Mrs. Whitehead assumed her
new duties as acting* Librarian the
beginning of this semester.
Mr. Zimmack, biology department, presented a paper before the
American Association for the Advancement of Science in New York
during the Christmas holidays.
Mr. Sprague addressed 'the Harlan County Educational Association January 21 on "Factors That
Enter the Learning Process."
Mr. Martjn will represent the
college at the- annual workshop
of the Department of Elementary
School Principals at Bowling Green
on February 14, IS, and 16. He is
on the advirory board to the Kentucky Elementary Principals.
President O'Donnell was a member of a discussion panel of college
presidents at a Kentucky farmers'
convention in Lexington January

.The4.

•

LOOK

MBS. HOLDER

Mrs. HoWer AppcmUed
Executive HrttaMheaper
A newcomer to Eastern for this
term is Mrs. Myrtle *B. Holder,
executive housekeeper for Burnam
Hall.
Mrs. Holder, a native of Madison County, has lived in Macon,
Georgia, for a number of years.
Her husband, Rev. Charles B.
Holder, who recently passed away.
was minister of the Woodland
Christian Church in Macon. She
had two children, a daughter now
residing in Macon, and a son, Harry B. Holder, who attended at
Eastern the agriculture department from 1950-52 and later received his degree -from the University of Kentucky.
Mrs. Holder returned to Richmond in January to make her
home,- and on February l' she accepted the position as executive
housekeeper for Burnam Hall.

On the southeast corner of our
campus stands a building which
man^rjo/SgesTilTst^
cure and its occupants..
This year Sullivan boasts * new
supervisor as House ' Mother in
the charming and dignified person of Mrs. Julia Kouns Hewlett.
Mrs. Hewlett is a former resident
of Ashland and Winchester. While
in Ashland she worked at the
Henry Clay Hotel and later served
as hostess and assistant manager
of the Brown-Proctor Hotel in
Winchester.
The new House Mother loves
her work and is very interested
in all of . her girls. She feels
Eastern can boast of its high
type of co-eds. She adds with a
twinkle in her eye that she wishes
tory mdre often. It is her smsaga «e*re ^c~™*~£ •£
tertainment be carried out for the
occupants of Sullivan and their
guests,
Having a grown daughter of
her
own Mrs. Hewlett feels that
8h ha8
«
developed an understand>ng which brings her close to the
girls and helps her cope with their
Problems and sympathize wit*
them

Dean Emma Y. Case was one
of the guests of honor and one of
the speakers at a reception today
at the home of Mrs. Carroll Tyrell, counselor atDupont-Manual
High School in Louisville, and
later at a luncheon at the Seelbach Hotel in Louisville.
The luncheon will be given by
the Alpha Chapter of Delta Kappa Gamma, honorary fraternity
for women In education, for Lou-.
isville students who are to receive
scholarships to various colleges.

MRS. HEWLETT

A GOOD PLACE TO EAT!
->**-

•

-«■:■

■ *-..^

' •

SWEET SHOP
North Second Street

-O < REAL!

by Chester Field

CONVERSATION

famous

*16. 95
Smart Shop
College & Career

]

Young, tall, and athletic-looking, Mr. Harry Banks is
* faculty new-comer on Eastern's campus, dating, from last
September. Stepping briskly up the steps of Administration
Building, brief-case in hand, he might be an alert graduate
student on his way to an evening or Saturday class.
By the same token (the briefcase) he might be a representative of one of the big hook companics that visit the college regularly. Or he could be a typewriter salesman or a dealer in
pianos, paint, or window shades,
looking for the Business office
and Mr. Brock.
N
Not Regular Teacher
He could hardly be taken for a
regular teacher. He looks a little
more hurried and less harried.
Then, too, teachers, most of them.
have" teat stay-at"home tooV^d
. ^
^ .
^
d
shine their Shoes. Mr. Banks is
f

dapper

«£ ^ ,s none of the 9aamMn
persons named above. He is neitheir an occasional visitor nor a
He is of the
staid fixture here.
campus, but not*on it—very much.
Eastern is
He comeg and" goes.
hi8 base of operations, but his
moat important work is out beyond—thirty, fifty, and a hundred
miles away. Officially .he is con-

HARRY A. BANKS

YOURSELF

^
t

"Now there's an interesting face-*
Ugly, but not commonplace *.«
Full of charm, I must admit
Full of character and wit!
Why on earth can't women
All the things I see in me?"

MORALi No matter what face you
live behind, it will look happier
with a real satisfying Chesterfield
"out front! Enjoy that BIG full
flavor plus iiuo smoothest taste
today, because it's packed more
smoothly by Accu*RayI You'll
<Mfc
he smoking smile*!

Smoke far cfjrf... smoke ChestSfflsMi

MADISON LAUNDRY
And CLEANERS
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND
CLEANING SERVICE —

LET ONE CALL DO IT ALL!
1 HOUR — I DAY SERVICE .
WHEN REQUESTED —NO
EXTRA CHARGEt'

Third and Water Streets
QllWlfcwiTrtMnC*.

'

Ill-Service Counselor
Education, representing the colaction
to his activities as
In
lege in its effort to be of present ^ m.aervice consultant, Mr.
practical help to teachers and B&likg i8 also a member of thoschool leaders out beyond the cam- board of directors of the Student
pus borders.
National Education Association,
Under Foundation Program
(formerly the Future Teachere of
Mr. Banks is employed jointly America), and assists in planning
by the State Department of Edu- their conferences and the estabcation and Eastern State College. Ushing of new chapters. He reHis position is an outgrowth, in cently installed a new.ehapter at
part, of the Minimum Foundation Western State College, which is
Law a year ago. He is concerned the 17th college chapter in thewith the problems of principals, state and the first installed unsuperisors, and teachers in fitting der the hew title, SNEA.
their work and standards to its
Advisory Committee
demands, and the general challenge of the Minimum Foundation
During the fall, Mr. Banks asProgram to the improvement of s*sted *n the evaluation of the
schools and teaching.
Winchester school system an*
wlu have aome other
o,-,-.
«o
TM«»rirt«
assignment*
Serve* 88 District*
Q{ th&t ^^
H<j arnil^d for ~
His work is especially centered area conference of college tain 38 school districts in southeast- training here on the campus Janern Kentucky—38 county and city uary JJJ. He is assisted and adsystems. Most of these systems viBed in his work by a campu*
have formed in-service commit- in-service committee composed •*■
tees, and with these committees ^n-. D. J. Carty, director of exhe helps to plan in-service days tension, chairman; Dr. D. T„ Ferand conferences and to bring re- ^ chairman of the education
source people and materials to department. Dr. R. E. Jaggers,
their assistance.
professor of education, Dr. J. D.
Mr. Banks has an office on the Coates, director - of laboratory
Campus, whioh is a sort of vesti- schools, and Dr. Hertry Mart*.,
bule to another office, and a place* principal of ttie Training frmmj .
where many persons come to use
~7FX± •
a duplicator maofeirr'.t^at 'giv«» 'Same Work In Other College*
general service there.. While the
jjr. Banks impresses a reporter
machine whirrs and coughs, turn- wno visits his office as being ening out papers for some teacher's thusiastic and confident about hia
next test or lesson outline, he will worki eaeer to help wherever hia
smile and life hia voice and keep heJp l8 needed and wanted. He
on telling you about his work.
wants to bring the resources of hie
Material*, News Letter
state and college to 'the people
He .will open one of his steel who can be helped by them. Most
filing cabinets to show you a neat- aof all, he wants his work to be
ly filed array of materials, helps,
stimulant <hnd challenge to the
outlines, procedure* useful for people and placee in hie area. It
groupsconferences, and ttie like, should be said that his assignwhich he is making or accumulat- nient
here has its counterparts on
ing and sending out to any and the
other
state college campuses/,
all who want them. He also sends and so is a part of a state-wid*
out a monthly letter, some 300 effort.
copies, to the superintendents, suAs you make ready to leave, his
pervisors, and principals, the let- office, you have the feeling that
ter being largely made up of in- he would be glad to talk with
formation and suggestions suppli- you longer. But times presses,
ed by the school personnel in the and he must be on his way—with
area he serves.
his brief-case.

WITH

Lynbrook
As indispensable as a Baedeker
... the clothes that have made
the American girl recognized
throughout the world ... the '
kind that Lynbrook 'masters to
effortlessly! This pack-able
wonder in Folker's Burma-Lin,
a nubby blend of
cotton/rayon/silk. High-riding
pockets, cardigan tailoring, jf
In blue, coral or. black
—all on white. Sizes 12 - 18.
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The Eastern Roundtable
Begins A Fourth Year

-

The Eastern Roundtable, Eastern's recorded information-discussion program series, presented every Sunday evening over radio station WEKY in Richmond, began its third
year of continuous operation November 21, 1956, with its
presentation of a not untypical subject, "What Is An Educated Man?" Its most recent subject, presented last Sunday as number nine in its fourth year of operation, was
"Maintaining Total Health." The subject for next Sunday
evening will be, "The Implications of Sciences for Social
Living."
•*•

._ ■ i
Not Designed For Entertainment
During the three years past, without benefit of entertainment lures
within or at the beginning of its
presentations, the Roundtable has
tranged a wide area of social ecoBomic, educational, scientific, and
artistic themes. Participants have
been students, faculty members,
and off-campus visitors from places
near and far — as near as neighbcring towns and counties, and as
far as Europe or Australia.
Those taking part in any one
program have ranged in number
from one to ten or more, the usual number being probably four of
five and have ranged in qualifixations for the program from
the very well informed and highly
articulate to the lese well prepared and informed.

DR. R. E. JAGGER8
Roundtable Moderator
*
Jagsjer* — Guiding Spirit
* The Ape constant in the4 yariable and varied pattern of participants has been Dr. Richard E.
Jaggere, sponsor, promoter, recorder, moderator ,and generally
Active contributor whether the subject was teaching methods, of musIc, child care, or stratospheric
flight. In three years, Dr. -Jaggers'
Voice has been absent from only
one recording in the aeries.
Hundreds Take Part
Records of the Roundtable now
reveal, by quick count, a total
Of 666 individual participations, besides Dr. Jaggers' personal contributions. Of thie number, 240 participants were. students, 253 were
members of the faculty, and 173
were visitors from here and everywhere—superintendents, teachers,
public speakers, authors, artists,
end diplomats.
As for subjects on the Roundtable, the field of education, broadly conceived, has furnished the
largest number. Lines of separation are difficult to draw, but 45
to 50, or approximately one-third
•f all subjects, have concerned
schools, methods, educational philosophy, programs and policies, and
the like
Subjects In Many Fields
Twenty programs or more have
ranged among the humanities—
art, literature, music, business and
economics were sources of 17 or
more broadcasts. Sociology and.
psychology were accorded as many
as twenty discussions. Science was
given seven places in the" series;
health and recreation as many as
eight; politics, military matters,
International relations, and world
affairs were dtecus£ed on as many
as thirteen occasions. A number
of presentBTrlotiirr'oi. less weiT defined subjects might beat be classified as miscellaneous.
Miles-, and Hours'
Concerning his three years as
moderator of the Roundtable, Dr.
Jaggers talks freely and with a

human interest flavor. Encour^
aged & mUe hg ^ turn
tical and give you his estimate
0f 480 miles traveled to and from
WEKY studio, ail told,
The same figure of 480 he estimates to be the number of hours,
by a minimum count that this '
extra-curricular chore has consumed, which counted at eight hours
a day adds up a bit.
His reaction is immediate when
INSTRUMENTS BOUGHT FOB BAND—M/Sgt. Raymond E./ Royee of Eastern State College
asked what he has found most
R.O.T.C. Department turns oVer to Nicholas V. Koenigstein, college band director, the first of 16
pleasant in this work. It is felnew musical instruments purchased by the U. S. Army at a cost of $2000. The instruments are for
the use of the R.O.T.C. band..
—Eastern Photo
lowship with colleagues brought
together from time to time with
one mmd m one
PlaceOrchids A Few
As

for

compllmentg

for

the

broadcasts ^ ^ve been some,
but ..they do not come tQQ often ,;

perhaps the best one is an implied compliment in that he has
been encouraged to continue the
series on the air, even* though, so
he is informed, similar ventures
ih many colleges have faded after
a brief season.
Dr. Jaggers believes that many
students have been benefited by
their share in the broadcasts. He
thinks that they have attained
through the experience a greater
feeling of self-worth.
—
Coffee Break
One other nem or interest and
remembrance is the coffee-making equipment.- Its hospitality is
available to all who come to labor
there. And since the regular hour
for the recording is 4 o'clock p.
m., a_ coffee break at such a time
seems altogether logical.
And come to think of it, a
psychological asset too.

Nagel Accepts
Amherst Chair

Dr. Paul Nagel, history departmen't, has accepted a chair ae
invited Carnegie visiting professor in 'the American Studies- Program for the 1957-58*"academic year
at Amhenst College, Amherst, Massachusetts.
^ N
. exI)ects to teach Md
.^r^fSE* ^K2r ,,Lil \Lt™
*° wseareh .-there under Henry
Commager and George Taylor,
professor* in what is the nations
best American studies program.
Dr. Nagel came to Eastern in
1954 and plans to return in the
fall of 1968. He taugh at the Unlv«rsity of. Omaha -and at Augustana College, South Dakota. He
earned his bachelor's, master's and
doctor's degrees at the University
of Minnesota,
,
-'
'

WHITAKER'S DRY CLEANERS
PHONE 1441
W. WATER ST.
We Deliver —- Quality Always —; < ^_
Faster Service When Needed

Oaks New Officers
And Committees
OmicroRj Alp-*x. Kappa," (OAKev**
"honorary society for junior'" and •
^njor mew,, met on Monday, Feb..
^.«^.to appoint winding-conrmlttees. The publicity committee »•
headed by Bennett Asher, with
**£*?£***• John ^gent »nd
Deibert Bowling; program commitlte
- I>ougla» Robinson, chairman,
with Joe Heink and Jim Cheak;
and membership committee, Bill
Berge, chairman, with Bill Carrier
and Sherman Creekmore.
The club has organized to assemble together men of high degree of intelligence and good standing. Its purpose is to promote academic as well as physical excellence. Members come from every
Mr. H. D. Fltzpatrick, of Presdepartment and every club on the tonsburg, Kentucky, whose death
occurred January 18, served East
campus.
Officers are Tony Parrent, pres- em a total of 15 years as a memident; *)oug Robinson, vice-presi- her of its Board of Regents. The
dent; and Shelby Crowe, secretary- Fitipatriclt Arts Building on the
treasurer.
' .
campus is named In his honor.

MADISON

STARTS

SUNDAY

Here Is The Glorious Show That Held Our New Year's Eve
Preview Audience Completely Enthralled — , . .

As seen in SEVENTEEN

\KlAHOMA!

Smart, knock-about, natural canvas goes everywhere—with everything—-in Thermo-Jac's new
CANVAS COAT! Inverted box pleat arid rvy League buckle at
the back. Perfect with skirts, tapers, shorts... and exciting
now SCOTCH KICKERS of brown miniature Plaid, blue Clergy
or red McDougol woven plqid. Coat and Kickers
both machine washable. Junior sizes 7 through 15.
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CANVAS COAT

$t.95'

SCOTCH KICKERS.... $*.«
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DOES VOUR CLUB OR ORGANIZATION NEED MONEY?
SEE US ABOUT OUR LIBERAL COMMISSION ON
SALES OF "BOOKS OF HAPPINESS"

Elizabeths

>
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